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Abstract. We describe a chemical tag for duplex proteome quantification
using neutron encoding (NeuCode). The method utilizes the straightforward,
efficient, and inexpensive carbamylation reaction. We demonstrate the utility
of NeuCode carbamylation by accurately measuring quantitative ratios from
tagged yeast lysates mixed in known ratios and by applying this method to
quantify differential protein expression in mice fed a either control or high-fat
diet.
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ecently, we described a fresh approach to MS -based
proteome quantification by metabolic labeling that
increases plexing capacity by compressing the “light” and
“heavy” partner spacing by ~103 (i.e., from several Da to
several mDa [1]. To achieve mDa spacing we grew cells on
two isotopologues of lysine, each having eight additional
neutrons, one including 13C and 15N and the other with 2H.
Here,“light” and “heavy” peptide partners were spaced by
36 mDa and are distinguished from one another with MS1
mass resolving powers in excess of ~100,000. Such
resolution is readily accessed with modern Fourier transform
mass analyzers such as ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR)
and Orbitrap. Because the method exploits the subtle
differences in neutron binding energy of the various stable
isotopes, we called this method neutron-encoded quantification (NeuCode). Note the phenomenon of mass defect has
been previously exploited in proteomics. Prior uses include
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peptide labeling with amine- or cysteine-reactive tags
containing heavier isotopes, such as 79Br, to impart large
and unique mass defects and move peptide ions into
regularly unoccupied spectral space [2]. Orlando and
colleagues used mass defect by permethylating glycans with
labels incorporating either 1H or 2H. Because each glycan
accepted several labels, mass differences in excess of
50 mDa could be induced and distinguished with MS
resolving powers of 25,000 [3]. Building on these ideas,
NeuCode uses multiple isotopes (C, H, N, and O) and
typically engineers mass differences ranging from 6 to
36 mDa into peptides and requires resolving powers in
excess of 100,000.
Here we expand the NeuCode method by the design of a
simple and readily accessible chemical tag. Certain samples,
including biological tissues and fluids, are challenging to
label metabolically, hence, chemical approaches to introduce
stable isotopes are key to many applications. Further, if wellchosen, reagents for chemical labeling can be quite
inexpensive. We selected urea (CH 4 N 2 O) as it can
carbamylate free amines with excellent efficiency under
simple conditions (i.e., urea + heat). For each site of
carbamylation on a peptide, typically two for proteins
digested with LysC, a 6.3 mDa mass difference is encoded.
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Here, we evaluate the quantitative accuracy and precision of
these duplex NeuCode chemical tags using complex mixtures of proteins from yeast and mouse tissues.

Methods
CAST/EiJ mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine,
USA) were fed a control diet or a high fat/high sucrose diet
for 5 months. Proteomic samples from either mouse liver or
yeast cultures were performed as previously described [1, 4,
5]. Isotopically labeled urea (15 N2 or 13C1) was purchased
from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Tewksbury, MA,
USA). Peptides were carbamylated by incubating at pH 8
with a large excess of aqueous 8 M urea at 80 °C for 4 h,
and remaining urea was removed by desalting (Online
Resource 1) [6]. Fractionation of the murine peptides was
performed by offline high pH reverse-phase separation [4].
Peptide mixtures were separated using self-prepared capillary LC columns and analyzed upon elution using an
Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer with conditions described
elsewhere (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) [1].
Figure 1 presents an overview of the scan methods.
Resulting data were searched against a target-decoy database
(1 % FDR) using the open mass spectrometry search
algorithm (OMSSA) [7–9]. Proteins were quantified by
extracting the sum of all contributing peptide intensities
using a custom, in-house algorithm (manuscript in preparation). Abundance ratios were normalized to account for
differences in total material.
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Carbamylation with isotopically light and 13C and 15 N
enriched urea, which incorporates a 2 Da mass difference,
has been previously described for MS1-based protein
quantification [6]. Building on this research, we selected
the carbamylation reaction for NeuCode labeling for three
reasons. First, carbamylation of amines with urea is
straightforward, simple, and well-established. Second,
carbamylation only modestly increases overall peptide mass
(44 Da). Third, isotopic versions of urea are readily available
and relatively inexpensive.

Theoretical Background
We assembled a library of 36,783 experimentally detected
peptide ions, using their observed charge (z) and mass-tocharge (m/z) ratios for in silico calculations. The calculations
counted the number of free amines and installed a corresponding number of carbamyl moieties in either NeuCode heavy
(13C) or light (15 N) flavors. We calculated whether each of the
NeuCode partner peaks could be separated (full-width at 10 %
of maximum, FWTM) at resolving powers up to 106
(Figure 2a, Online Resource 2). This relatively conservative
definition only considers NeuCode peak areas overlapping by
less than 3.2 % as quantifiable. Given that commercial Orbitrap
hybrid MS systems can achieve routine resolution of 480,000
(at m/z 400), we conclude that the majority of peptides labeled
by NeuCode carbamylation (71 %) are suitable for quantification. Further improvements to Orbitrap analyzer technology, or
analysis on a higher resolving power FT-ICR system, will
increase the quantifiable percentage. Peptides suitable for
quantitation had an average m/z of 698 and an average charge
state of 2.41, whereas peptides unsuitable for quantitation at the
employed resolving power had an average m/z of 930 and an
average charge state of 3.02. Nearly all the carbamyl NeuCode
doublets are separable at the highest reported Orbitrap
resolution of 106 [10]. Further, FT-ICR devices achieve the
highest resolution and could likewise resolve virtually all
peptide precursors carrying such labels.
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Figure 1. Data acquisition method for analysis of carbamyl
NeuCode tagged peptides. (a) Orbitrap MS1 survey scan
(R = 30,000). (b) Orbitrap quantitation scan (MS1, R =
480,000) reveals the quantitative information. (c) Ion trap
CAD MS/MS scan of carbamyl NeuCode tagged peptide
having the sequence FGRAFK

Following carbaminomethylation of cysteine residues, we
digested a complex mixture of yeast proteins using LysC
and subjected the resulting peptides to a carbamylation
reaction with either 13C- or 15 N-labeled urea [6]. We
achieved labeling efficiencies in excess of 95 %. Only
deprotonated amines can be carbamylated. Consequently, R
residues will not undergo this reaction at pH 8 (pKa = 12.5).
Little evidence for R or H carbamylation was evident – 0.9 %
of R residues (37/3931) and 1.1 % of H residues (24/2092)
were carbamylated (1 % FDR). Note peptides resulting from
LysC digestion accept two carbamyl groups and, thus, incur
a mass difference of 12.6 mDa. Further, LysC digestion
provides comparable coverage of the yeast proteome
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compared with trypsin [11]. The carbamyl NeuCode tagged
peptides were loaded onto a nanoflow capillary reversedphase LC column and were ionized by an integrated
electrospray emitter. The resulting protonated peptide ions
were mass-analyzed using an Orbitrap hybrid mass
spectrometer. The system conducted an initial FT-MS survey
scan (30,000 resolving power) to direct data dependent MS/MS
scans followed by a high resolution MS1 scan (R = 480,000
at m/z 400) for quantitation (Figure 1). Note this resolution
is available on all Orbitrap Elite MS systems by installation
of the manufacturer’s developer’s kit software. MS/MS
scans were acquired using the linear ion trap (Figure 1c). As
evidenced in Figure 1, the quantitative information is
concealed in both the initial MS1 survey scan (R = 30,000
at m/z 400) and in the ion trap MS/MS scans. The high
resolution quantification scan, however, separates the
NeuCode pair, revealing the quantitative data. The high
resolution MS1 scan is conducted concurrently with the trap
MS/MS events to optimize duty cycle.
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Figure 2. Overview of the carbamyl NeuCode strategy. (a)
Theoretical calculation of the percentage of carbamyl
NeuCode tagged peptides that are resolvable, thus, quantifiable, at resolutions up to 106 (full width at 10 % max). (b)
Fold change (M) for every protein in the murine high-fat diet
model versus total intensity (A) of all peptides mapping to a
protein. (c) The urea label, isotope substitutions, and mass
changes employed to achieve carbamyl NeuCode reagents.
(d) Box plots showing the measured and true 1:1 and 1:5
peptide ratios. The box represents the median, 25th, and 75th
percentile whereas the whiskers show 1.5× interquartile
range. The circles show outliers

The NeuCode approach combines advantages of other
quantitative methods. Similar to metabolic labeling approaches, each peptide’s natural isotope pattern provides
multiple isotopic peaks for garnering quantitative measurements. Additionally, as in isobaric tagging strategies, the
signal across quantitation channels is combined during
survey MS1 scans so that redundant MS/MS scans are not
acquired by selection of identical peptide sequences across
multiple isotopic clusters. This method thus affords a larger
signal and lower spectral complexity for deep sampling of
the proteome [12]. Finally, the MS/MS-independence of
quantitation of the NeuCode method obviates the need for
high precursor ion purity.
The NeuCode scan cycle requires the collection of a high
resolution MS1 scan. Today, the acquisition of a 480K scan
requires collection of a 1.7 s transient. Doubtless the
duration required to achieve this resolving power will be
reduced as instrumentation continues to evolve; that said, by
parallel collection of MS/MS scans, only a very subtle
decrease in overall duty cycle is imposed. To document this,
we injected a digested yeast protein lysate and analyzed it
using both the NeuCode scan sequence and a traditional
data-dependent method. Despite the addition of a highresolution FTMS quantitation scan, only 4 % fewer peptides
were identified from the data resulting from the NeuCode
analysis (i.e., 9276 instead of 9685 (1 % FDR)).

Quantitative Accuracy
Next we investigated quantitative accuracy, a critical figure
of merit of any quantitation method. We combined aliquots
of labeled yeast LysC peptides in 1:1 and 5:1 ratios before
LC-MS/MS analysis. Each sample was interrogated in
triplicate. The median measured ratios for identified peptides
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were 1.03:1, 1.03:1, and 1.03:1 and 5.07:1, 5.06:1, and
5.03:1. Standard deviations were between 0.21 - 0.23 and
0.52 - 0.61, respectively, on a log2-fold change scale
(Figure 2d).

High Fat Diet Induced Proteome Changes
To further validate the NeuCode method, we utilized a
mouse model, a typical tissue sample type that is challenging
to label using metabolic approaches. We measured the
effects of a high fat diet on the proteome of mice from the
CAST/EiJ strain, which are highly resistant to diet-induced
obesity and diabetes. Liver tissue was homogenized and the
cells lysed. Whole protein extracts were digested with LysC,
labeled with carbamyl NeuCode tags, fractionated, and
measured by nHPLC-MS/MS. In total, we identified
14,718 murine peptides. Of all theoretically separable
NeuCode partners, 87 % were experimentally quantified.
The slight reduction from theory is mostly due to a subset of
low signal-to-noise precursors; this is likewise observed in
traditional SILAC experiments. Note that closely spaced m/z
peaks, such a NeuCode partners, can sometimes be detected
as a single entity because of the well-known phenomenon of
peak coalescence. We did notice occasional coalescence of
the most intense peaks in the high resolution MS1 scans. In
those cases, our data analysis software uses lower abundance
isotopes to extract quantitative information (as described
elsewhere) [1].
In accordance with previously published research, proteins associated with peroxisomes were considerably upregulated in the mice that were fed a high-fat diet (Online
Resource 3) [13]. Further, expression of mitochondrial
proteins was broadly down-regulated [14]. These findings
were established by comparing the population of protein
groups up-regulated by at least 50 % (184) and protein
groups down-regulated by at least 50 % (337) to the total
population (n = 2879) of quantified proteins [15]. Finally, we
conclude these detected differences are not due to increased
variability of lower signal datapoints by comparing the
measured fold-change to signal intensity (Figure 2b).

Conclusions
We have demonstrated the feasibility of NeuCode
carbamylation via urea isotopologues for relative proteome
quantification. The labeling reaction is reproducible, highly
efficient, and relatively simple, requiring only a urea
solution and a heated reaction vessel. Experimentally
measured relative abundances of peptides from a combined
yeast digest mixed in known ratios were very close to the
true ratios. The major requirement to implement NeuCode
urea labeling is a mass spectrometer capable of a resolving
power of ~500,000 (at 400m/z). Current and recent models
of Orbitrap MS systems already achieve this performance in
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commercial platforms. Using 15N- and 13C-urea-based
labeling affords a robust, accurate, and tissue-compatible
implementation of duplex NeuCode quantitation.
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